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1 Executive Summary
Bloomen Week was a major community event organised by the Bloomen project
consortium towards the end of the project. Due to the Covid-19 crisis it was held in the
format of a series of virtual events throughout the week 25 – 29 May. The main goal
was to showcase Bloomen project results, concepts and applications to key
stakeholder communities in the context of other related solutions in the market. The
main target communities were the Photo, Music and Video Sectors connected to the
Bloomen use cases as well as Blockchain Technology.
For Bloomen Week, the consortium produced a total of 7 live virtual events, totalling
over 11 hours of curated, interactive webinar content. The week featured three
separate topic “days” (the Photo Day, the Music Day and the Video Day) as well as a
2-day Hackathon with an associated “Kick-off” and “Info Day”. These targeted events
entailed a diverse set of presentations, application demos and Q&A sessions. In 2-hour
virtual sessions they showed the project results and demos from Bloomen partners
(across all use cases) as well as featuring solutions from external speakers, who
represented important market participants. Examples are Copytrack, Photochain,
Relevator, Blòkur or the Institute of the Future (University of Nicosia). The Bloomen
Hackathon focused on Blockchain applied to the Media/Creative sector, entailing four
separate events: 1. Hackathon Kick-Off, 2. Hackathon Info Day, 3. the main Hackathon
Day and 4. the Hackathon Award Ceremony. The Hackathon Info Day featured
Bloomen partners explaining their use case applications and business concepts.
The target communities were well represented among 265 registrants and 125
attendees thanks to targeted marketing activities to key stakeholder groups and
contacts, led by Bloomen use case partners and DW. The average interest rating was
above average with 77% for all virtual events. The same applies to the attentiveness
rating of 69%. Bloomen Week was attended by representatives from target sectors:
1. News Media and Journalism, 2. Photographers and Photography Platforms,
3. Blockchain and Technology Innovation, 4. Music/Creative, 5. Music Technology,
6. TV/Video, 7. Education/Research and Financial Industry/Incubators. Attendees
included start-ups and representatives from major platforms or music labels.
With a dedicated marketing campaign, Bloomen Week generated thousands of
contacts with members of the Bloomen community before, during and after the
Bloomen Week events. It is this aggregation of contacts across diverse marketing and
communication channels that created a significant impact for the Bloomen project
and its results. Before the event took place, nearly 1000 people clicked on the
registration link to see the registration page. Further, there were significantly
increased visits via the Bloomen website on dedicated event information pages,
interactions on the Bloomen Twitter channel which featured specific marketing tweets
and also on LinkedIn. Post event contacts were generated with follow-up emails,
tweets and an online documentation with event recordings and presentations on the
Bloomen website.
This deliverable D6.3 describes Bloomen Week, including the event concept, the
strategic approach, a visual description of each event and information on the
marketing campaign, as well as its impact, with the overall contacts reached.
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2 Introduction
This chapter provides general information about this document. It describes the
project and market context, deliverable purpose and scope, related work packages or
tasks, target audiences and the top-level structure.

2.1 The Bloomen Project
Bloomen (“Blockchains in the new era of participatory media experience”) is an
innovation action project co-funded by the European Commission under Grant
Agreement No. 762091. The consortium explores and researches how blockchain
technology can be used to manage and track a variety of content, such as music,
pictures or WebTV offerings. Based on three specific media use cases the project
currently develops demonstrators and applications based on blockchain
technologies. As a next step, the project evaluates the new platforms that allow
creators of content to participate in the digital world in better, easier ways – ideally in
combination with high levels of trust, security and fairness.
The content, media and creative domains involve many different types of
stakeholders, including technologists and developers. Ranging from single artists, to
employed media creators and senior decisions-makers, a key group for Bloomen are
content creators, either as individuals or organisations. No matter whether large or
small, these creators currently face many challenges how digital content of any kind
can be efficiently used, attributed and used for publication as well as monetisation. In
this context, Bloomen aims to provide Blockchain solutions and inform about their
potential use and impact.

2.2 About this Deliverable
This document D6.13 has been produced at the end of Year 3 of the Bloomen project.
It describes all aspects of a major community event organised by the Bloomen project
consortium, titled “Bloomen Week”. Aspects covered in this deliverable include event
concepts, descriptions, marketing and impact. Due to the Covid-19 crisis Bloomen
Week was held in the format of a series of virtual events throughout one specific week
in May 2020.
Bloomen Week targeted the main Bloomen stakeholders across the Photo, Music,
Video and Blockchain Technology communities. On three topic “days” it featured a
diverse set of presentations, application/platform demos and Q&A sessions. These
showed the project results and demos from Bloomen partners (across all use cases)
as well as featuring solutions from external speakers, who represented important
stakeholders and market participants in the area of Blockchain and
Photos/Music/Video. In addition, there was a 2-day Hackathon focused on Media and
Blockchain, with two prior Hackathon related events (Hackathon Kick-Off and
Hackathon Info Day). The Hackathon Info Day featured Bloomen partners explaining
their use case applications and business concepts.
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The main related task in Work Package 6 is T6.4 (Community Involvement and
Sustainability), which has been administratively merged with T6.1 (Dissemination and
Communication Activities). Apart from Bloomen Week, this entails other important
community events such as the two Bloomen Pitstops (Blockchain Roundtable and
Bloomen Ideation).

2.3 Target Audience
The target audiences for this deliverable are the project reviewers and the project
consortium. In addition, this public deliverable can serve other EU research projects
and technology innovators as a guide for organising a series of virtual events that
focus on showing technology demos and results. For the consortium, the deliverable
serves as an overview of the completed event, to be used for future reference and
results dissemination purposes. For the reviewers of the Bloomen project and the
project officer, this document helps to evaluate the work related to Bloomen Week.

2.4 Document Structure
Following the one-page Executive Summary, the deliverable is structured as follows:
Section 2 (Introduction) provides a general description of this document relating to
the project background, deliverable purpose and scope, related work packages and
tasks, target audience and document structure.
Section 3 (Event Concept) summarises the overall concept and plans, including the
digital event strategy, the approach, event development and the setup of the
GoToWebinar tool.
Section 4 (Event Description) presents an overview and visuals of Bloomen Week as
a whole as well as each event (Photo Day, Music, Day, Video Day and Hackathon).
Section 5 (Event Marketing and Impact) summarises the marketing strategy, targets,
materials and channels that were used to attract attendees and to interact with the
Bloomen communities, including a summary of achieved contacts (impact) before,
during and after the events.
Section 6 (Conclusion) provides a review of the contents and a future outlook.
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3 Event Concept
This chapter outlines the concept designed by DW for Bloomen Week in cooperation
with Bloomen partners as required. This concept formed the strategic basis for
building a dedicated week of diverse virtual interaction and events with key target
groups and communities related to the Bloomen project. For a detailed description of
each event see chapter 4 in this report.

3.1 Digital Event Strategy
According to its workplan, Bloomen planned a dedicated week with a series of events
towards the end of the project, featuring talks, demos, interactions and a Hackathon
(Bloomen Week). From January 2020 onwards, the planning and organisation for
events with key business and technology partners in Madrid, Barcelona, Berlin and
Athens had started, including research into locations and exploring event co-hosting
opportunities or partners.
Due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic in Europe it was necessary to pivot the
existing Bloomen Week concept to entirely digital events and activities. Since early
March 2020 –
and following an agreement from the Bloomen’s project officer – the planning was
entirely focused on hosting a week of virtual events, to be realised with a digital
conferencing tool. This required a revision of the existing concept. Virtual events have
different requirements than physical meetings that offer face-to-face interaction and
actual technology displays.
It was concluded that a digital event strategy for Bloomen week had to observe the
following key aspects:
•
•

•

Digital events tend to be highly targeted and shorter in duration, because the
attention span for attending a virtual meeting is naturally shorter.
Competition comes not only from a multitude of other digital “replacement”
events organised due to the Covid-19 situation, but also the large number of
virtual work meetings that are scheduled for the target group throughout the
week.
As by May 2020 the target group may suffer from “tiredness” regarding the
attendance of digital events, webinars and work meetings, a focus has to be
placed on an attractive visual image of the event, a professional event platform
and diverse high-quality speakers beyond the Bloomen consortium.

In line with the decision for a digital version of Bloomen Week and a lack of physical
events to attend, general Bloomen dissemination activities were also changed to a
digital focus.
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3.2 Strategic Approach
Based on the new digital event strategy and related requirements, DW and the
Bloomen consortium developed the following strategic approach for Bloomen Week.
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Rather than offering many short digital “webinar” sessions across the week at
different times, Bloomen Week offers four curated “events” with a clear topical
focus, benefit and target group/community.
The four events focus on the following communities and Bloomen Use Case
topics: 1) Photo, 2) Music, 3) Video and 4) Blockchain Apps and Coding.
Each event features two members of the Bloomen consortium as host and
moderator, who provide the introduction and the Bloomen project context of
the event. In addition, each event features a presentation/demo showing final
results of the Bloomen project.
The Bloomen coordinator, Worldline, acts as the host of every event. This
includes the coverage of both the opening and closing sections and hosting the
digital registrations.
The Bloomen project and its results are shown in the context of solutions from
other important industry actors and expert contributions related to the topical
and business field, so that relationships and complementary activities based
on blockchain become visible. The focus is on new solutions from start-ups
and blockchain businesses.
The presentation format is mainly demonstrations rather than general talks,
putting an emphasis on the benefits provided by new blockchain-based
solutions and applications. The Video Day approach offers more educational
content with a focus on latest developments as many blockchain-based video
start-ups have closed operations.
Topical events and demos associated with Bloomen Use Case areas (Photo,
Music and WebTV) are accompanied by a practical Hackathon in the area of
Blockchain/Media.

This strategic approach was also based on market research conducted by DW,
including:
•
•
•

the observation and attendance of other digital events and webinars (from
registration, to marketing and step-by-step conduction of the event),
the different roles of virtual host, moderator, panellist and general participant –
including options and approaches for digital interaction or “questions and
answers”,
the different types of tools or platforms offered to set up, market and conduct
digital events and webinars (from features and cost to the management of
registrations and interactions).
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3.3 Event and Programme Development
The overall Bloomen Week programme was developed by DW as general concept and
by the respective host (DW, BMAT, ANTENNA and ICCS) for each event. The final
programme consisted of 7 different events to be conducted with the help of a digital
conference tool. To achieve a seamless format, this required not only to find the
correct timing of the events across the week, but also to find coherent titles and
format approaches for the different events.
It was decided to brand the core events as “Topic Days”, resulting in a series titled
“Photo Day”, “Music Day” and “Video Day”. The Hackathon was named “Bloomen
Blockchain Challenge” in order to reflect the project context and the competitive
nature of the event. With the Hackathon requiring two days (Thursday/Friday), it was
decided to place the topical “days” on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of the week.
DW developed an outline plan in form of a presentation, detailing the key goals and
plans for a virtual “Bloomen Week”. This was provided to all Bloomen partners.
Together with a core team for Bloomen Week a detailed planning was conducted in
the joint Confluence management portal.

Figure 1: DW’s Plan for the Consortium with an Outline of Bloomen Week

DW also made suggestions to each organising Bloomen partner as to which type of
external speaker to recruit, key topics to consider and how to schedule each event in
a similar pattern. Based on DW’s outline table and a first branded event flyer, each
event organiser connected with several potential external speakers – successfully
concluding with the final recruitment and confirmation of the external contributors
from the start-up, business and academic sectors.
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Partner ICCS developed a detailed programme for the Bloomen Hackathon for the
desired target group, consisting of four separate and directly connected events.

3.4 Webinar Tool Set-up
Following DW’s review of possible digital event and webinar tools, the consortium
decided to choose GoToWebinar, which would be operated by the partner Worldline,
based on an existing license.
The GoToWebinar tool was further tested and DW explained key features,
opportunities and approaches for digital events to Bloomen partners in the context of
using this particular tool. This included the provision of information material related
to “digital events” and distributing learning materials from GoToWebinar. Each eventhosting partner in Bloomen had to familiarise themselves with the diverse features
and functions.
DW and the Bloomen’s coordinator Worldline cooperated in setting up each event in
GoToWebinar and completing the required input data, based on a spreadsheet with
relevant information that was agreed and updated with all partners.
•
•
•
•
•

Names, dates, times and general settings for 7 events
Organisers, moderators and external panellists and their emails for 7 events
Detailed settings for 7 events related to registrant communication, etc.
Feature image and descriptive text/agenda for 7 registration pages
Waiting panel information for 7 events (event and speaker overview
information)

Only when the seven events were fully and correctly set up in the GoToWebinar tool it
was possible to start the marketing activities (see chapter 5). This is due to the fact
that the marketing materials essentially require the link for the registration page.
Before this link could be published, the respective sections in the tool had to be fully
agreed and completed with the final event information.
The host/moderator of each Bloomen event had to liaise with their external speakers
in order to introduce them to the features and functions of GoToWebinar, e.g., webcam
setup, screen-sharing, panellist role and “questions and answer” functions.
Prior to each live event, the Bloomen consortium conducted several trial events with
GoToWebinar and also tested the actual events setup in the tool in “rehearsal mode”,
with external speakers where possible. This helped to avoid technical glitches during
the live event.
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https://support.goto.com/webinar/help/manage-webinar-registration-g2w110013

Figure 2: Event Details Page (Image © GoToWebinar / Screenshot from Logmein Inc Website)
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4 Event Description
This chapter describes each Bloomen event in detail, also using screenshots and other
images for the purpose of visualisation.

4.1 Bloomen Week
Bloomen Week offered a series of seven free virtual events with information around
the Bloomen topic “Better Ways to Handle Music, Photos and Videos with Blockchain”
and how to solve specific related challenges as shown by the Bloomen applications
and other industry stakeholders. Interested members of the respective communities
and target groups were able to register their participation for the following events that
took place from the 25th to 29th of May at 16:00-18:00 CEST to ease attendance “after
work”. An additional, introductory event for the Hackathon took place earlier, on the
12th of May.
•
•
•
•
•

Hackathon Info Day, May 12
With ICCS and Bloomen Consortium Partners
Blockchain Photo Demos, Monday, May 25
With Deutsche Welle, Worldline, Copytrack and Photochain
Blockchain Music Demos, Tuesday, May 26
With BMAT, Kendraio, Worldline, Revelator, Blòkur and Teosto
Blockchain Video Demos, Wednesday, May 27
With Antenna, Worldline, Institute of the Future and Electi
Blockchain Hackathon, Thursday and Friday, May 28-29
With ICCS and Bloomen Consortium Partners

Bloomen Week focused on innovative solutions for media asset management,
providing a mixture of two-hour sessions with quick demos, short talks and expert
Q&A. Each event provided a state-of-the-art overview for media rights managers and
creatives such as musicians, photographers, journalists and film producers, but also
media and technology managers or consultants. Key target groups were those
interested in new concepts, ideas and solutions related to the management of media
assets.
The creative content blockchain market sector that Bloomen is addressing is relatively
small. Therefore, in the context of results exploitation, it is essential to be liaising with
key members in this sector. For this reason, the concept for Bloomen Week entailed
from the start the inclusion of external speakers, which also represent important
members of the Bloomen community.
External guests at Bloomen Week included:
•
•

Blòkur, UK: Getting musicians and music companies paid what they should,
when they should
Copytrack, Germany: Blocking photo and image theft
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•
•
•
•
•

Electi Consulting, Cyprus: Privacy preserving techniques in the DLT space
Photochain, Estonia: Focus on creators
Revelator, Israel: Faster royalty payments
Teosto, Finland: Building blocks for the CMOs of the future
UNIC Institute for the Future, Cyprus: Enabling the digital currency community

The image below provides an overview of the Bloomen Week series of events, as
presented on the Bloomen website.

Figure 3: Bloomen Week Overview

Bloomen Week features a variety of moderators and hosts from the Bloomen
consortium, seven external panellists from blockchain-related businesses or start-ups
and participants in the Hackathon. This diversity of actors from different communities
is visualised in the image below.

Figure 4: Bloomen Week in Visuals
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Each event included an interactive question and answer session, which was
moderated by the respective host of the event. In order to avoid disruption, the
microphones of all attendees were muted during the event by default, but they could
pose written questions at any time within the GoToWebinar control panel. These were
picked up by the moderator and read out to the relevant panellist for answering after
a specific presentation or during the general Q&A session towards the end of the
event.
Below are some questions or feedback from across the events as examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photo Day: “What is the purpose of storing evidences in the blockchain? Do
they become stronger in the context of a court?”
Photo Day: “Is Photochain planning payment to a photographer using crypto in
addition to fiat?”
Music Day: “What happens if the data on the blockchain is wrong or
incomplete, because my collaboration didn’t confirm, register, etc.?”
Music Day: “How long do you think it will take for these systems to be used in
real life?”
Video Day: “How long will it take for crypto currencies to stabilise and gain trust
in the general public?”
Hackathon Info Day: “How mature do you expect the outcome of my
Hackathon project to be – should it be an MVP?”
Hackathon Day 1: “Regarding your MusicBook platform, can you explain in
more detail the synchronisation process between the wallet and the portal?”
Hackathon Day 2: “Great idea! Direct support of fans for musicians.” / “Simply
a beautiful concept: imagine that fans could really directly support their stars.

4.2 Bloomen Photo Day
The Photo Day took place on the 25th of May. It focused on information and new
platforms related to “blockchain innovation for photo production, handling and
licensing - fair pay for photos, fighting image theft and easier assignments”.
It aimed to show how blockchain technologies enable new approaches: for direct
exchange, fair payments and trustable licenses. It was designed as a two-hour virtual
demo event where Bloomen and other leading innovators show their solutions.
Attendees experienced a line-up of carefully selected, short and insightful demos.
These Photo Sessions were relevant for anyone with an interest in the future of media,
but in particular picture editors in the media/creative industry, photographers,
journalists, graphic designers, licensing specialists or media/technology managers.
This programme was set against the following market background: the number of
digital photos and images used by the media, by companies and on social channels is
rapidly increasing. But the underlying systems for image acquisition, IPR
management, verification and long-term license storage remain largely unchanged.
The result is that photographers often struggle to get paid and image users are at risk
of using photos without proper permission.
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The agenda featured live demos and short talks, followed by an interactive Q&A
session.
16:00: Toni Paradell & Mirko Lorenz from Worldline / Deutsche Welle
Photos on the Blockchain - Why and How?
16:10: Marcus Schmitt from Copytrack
Blocking Photo and Image Theft
16:30: Stanislav Stolberg from Photochain
Focus on Creators
16:50: Mirko Lorenz from Deutsche Welle
Simplify Assignments
17:10: Question & Answer Session
The images below provide an overview of the Photo Day event as presented on the
Bloomen website and with a compilation of images from the event itself.

Figure 5: Photo Day Overview
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Figure 6: The Photo Day – Demos, Presentations and Q&A

4.3 Bloomen Music Day
The Music Day took place on the 26th of May, featuring solutions related to the
challenge “Paying songwriters in hours rather than two years - How blockchain helps
to manage music rights”. Again, the event was organised as a two-hour session with
live demos and short talks, followed by an interactive Q&A session.
The line-up of speakers reflected to some extent the on-going business relationships
of Bloomen partner BMAT. In an industry-first partnership, BMAT, Revelator and
Teosto demonstrated a new standard for paying rights holders faster than ever by
processing near real-time radio performance royalties using a music monitoring
platform in conjunction with a smart contract-powered platform. Another important
panellist, Blòkur, showed how they use advanced algorithms to reconcile music rights
and deliver conflict-free data registered in a distributed ledger. Bloomen partners
BMAT and Kendraio also contributed demonstrating innovative ways of managing
music rights in a decentralised manner. Finally, Teosto discussed how they are
designing the music collecting societies of tomorrow by embracing blockchain-based
solutions.
16:00: Toni Paradell and Gonçal Calvo from Worldline / BMAT:
Music on the Blockchain - What Are the Key Innovations?
16:10: Gonçal Calvo from BMAT:
Bloomen Music - Blockchain My Claim
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16:30: Bruno Guez from Relevator:
Faster Royalty Payments
16:50: Phil Barry from Blòkur:
Getting Musicians and Music Companies Paid What They Should, When They Should
17:10: Teosto, moderated by Daniel Harris from Kendraio: Building Blocks for the
Collective Management Organizations of the Future
17:30: Question & Answer Session
The images below provide an overview of the Music Day event as presented on the
Bloomen website and with a compilation of images from the event itself.

Figure 7: Music Day Overview
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Figure 8: The Music Day – Demos, Presentations, Interview and Q&A

4.4 Bloomen Video Day
The Video Day took place on the 27th of May, featuring insight and solutions on “How
TV and Video Can Utilise Blockchain - New Models and New Markets”. This was also
a two-hour session with expert talks and live demos, followed by an interactive Q&A
session.
The line-up reflected the current market background, where - from traditional TV to
streaming video – one can witness deep and lasting change regarding how video is
distributed and consumed. Increasingly, broadcasters are looking to develop
independent models for this future, also based on blockchain technologies which
enable new approaches for direct sales, wallets and video licensing.
16:00: Theodosis Mourouzis from Electi Consulting
Introduction - Available Tools in the Blockchain
16:30: George M. Gaglis from the University of Nicosia
Enabling the Digital Currency Community
17:30: Michalis Odysseos from Antenna
Demo ANT1 Video Platform
17:50: Question & Answer Session
The images below provide an overview of the Video Day event as presented on the
Bloomen Website and with a compilation of images from the event itself.
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Figure 9: Video Day Overview

Figure 10: The Video Day – Demos, Presentations and Q&A

4.5 Bloomen Hackathon
The main Bloomen Hackathon took place on the 28th and 29th of May, with an initial
kick-off event on the 8th of May and an introductory event on the 12th of May.
The goal of the “Blockchain Challenge” was to enable participants to create their own
applications, exploiting new technological, social and economic approaches that have
been introduced in the era of blockchain. The Bloomen consortium and partner ICCS
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in particular provided the means by offering this open participation Hackathon.
Competitors were invited to participate in this Hackathon as individuals, or in teams
of maximum 3 people. They had to submit their project until Friday, 22nd of May 2020.

Figure 11: The Hackathon – Info Day, Hackathon Day and Award Ceremony

The Bloomen Hackathon consisted of four directly related events:
•
•

•

The Hackathon Kick-off on 8 May, which presented the Bloomen project, core
topics on which to compete and the testbed to be used.
The Hackathon Info Day on 12 May was a two-hour session, providing
information about the Hackathon, the procedure for participation and
inspirational talks from Bloomen partners and the use case leaders DW, BMAT
and ANT.
On the Bloomen Hackathon Day 1 event on 28 May two participating teams
presented their projects and inspirational ideas in a 2-hour session. These
projects were both related to blockchain applications in the media industry, in
particular focusing on the Photo and Music areas. The presentations were
followed by Questions & Answers.
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•

The Bloomen Hackathon Day 2 event on 29 May entailed the judging and final
award ceremony. Following an (internal) discussion within the Bloomen
consortium on the best projects, the decision was announced, explained and
leading to the awarding of the prize to the winner by the Bloomen consortium
(a Lenovo IdeaPad personal computer). The winner of the Hackathon
discussed his project and future ambitions with members of Bloomen.

The Hackathon presented the following information in advance to potential
participants:

Figure 12: Hackathon Overview

The proposed development area of the Hackathon was focused on, but not limited to,
how the blockchain technology can be applied in the media industry. In particular, the
workflow could contain the action points below: 1) Create a functional user interface
(UI) where users can interact with the blockchain; i.e. submit transactions or trigger
smart contracts with a simple button, e.g. buy a media asset. 2) Create a blockchain
system (smart contracts or decentralized application) where trade can happen
between consumers and media providers; e.g. transfer crypto tokens from a
consumer’s account to a provider’s account while providing the media asset to the
consumer. In addition, the following “development hints” were given: for the user
interface, technologies such as Angular, Typescript, HTML5 and CSS could be used.
For the user interface connection with the blockchain, web3.js library is
recommended. Solidity is the de facto programming language for smart contract
development while Ganache blockchain is recommended to deploy all smart contracts
and potential decentralized applications.
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Further, an indicative subject for development was provided, presenting various
indicative technical approaches for the development. Participants were able to follow
any or none of the technical approaches presented. These guidelines were given in
order to help the participants to structure their solution but were not a mandatory.
1. Create a functional user interface (UI) where users can upload a photo.
2. Generate the hash of the uploaded photo and store it into the blockchain.
a. Hint 1: The photo hash can be stored together with any relevant photo
metadata, if necessary.
b. Hint 2: The actual photo can be stored in a different database in order to be
downloaded after the purchase (see following point).
3. Ability to purchase the photo from the UI and download it.
a. Hint 1: Through smart contract development, the photo owner receives the
compensation from the consumer’s account while the latter downloads the
photo possibly together with its rights of possession.
b. Hint 2: The photos can be purchased multiple times and the rights can be
distributed to multiple users that have purchased the photo. A record of the
purchases should be stored in the blockchain.
c. Hint 3: Users should also be able to purchase the photo along with exclusive
rights. In this case, the compensation should be greater, and the image
cannot be purchased by any other user.

Figure 13: Hackathon Information for Participants

The projects from participants covered digital media asset management with
blockchain from two different perspectives, relating to Photos and Music:
•
•

Blockchain Implementation for a Media Marketplace. Presenter: Efstathios
Karanastasis
Music Book – a blockchain implementation for artists. Presenter: Bill Keleris
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Following a consortium-internal debate and discussion via video conference, the
Bloomen consortium chose the “Music.Book!” project as the winner, which was then
discussed in more detailed with members of the consortium in the final Bloomen
Week event, the Hackathon Award Session.

Figure 14: Project Presentation “Blockchain Implementation for a Media Marketplace”

Figure 15: Project Presentation “Music.Book! – A Blockchain Platform for Artists”
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Figure 16: The Hackathon Winner Bill Keleris - Receiving His Prize at ATC’s Offices
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5 Event Marketing and Impact
This chapter outlines key marketing activities conducted for the promotion of
Bloomen Week and summarises the overall impact of the event series.

5.1 Marketing Strategy and Targets
In terms of overall impact, the marketing strategy for Bloomen Week was two-fold: On
one hand, marketing activities were designed to achieve registrations for the individual
virtual events and Bloomen Week as a whole. On the other hand, the marketing phase
also allowed for the wider interaction between the Bloomen consortium and the
Bloomen target groups and communities. The latter impact is quite strong because
beyond registered attendees many such contacts were made aware of the Bloomen
project and its results by reading about the events, visiting the Bloomen website,
reading the registration page information, browsing the Twitter channel, etc. Several
stakeholders contacted the project after the event, expressing their interest in what
they had seen in the marketing materials.
Marketing and community activities were split into pre- and post-event activities. Preevent activities focused on generating awareness for Bloomen Week (and the
Bloomen project) as well as gathering subscribers for the virtual events. The focus of
marketing occurred during the first two weeks of May, prior to the events. Post-event
activities related to follow-up emails from the GoToWebinar tool and individual
correspondence via email. This entailed
a follow-up email to those who subscribed but missed the event, a follow-up email to
those who took part in the events and correspondence with marketing contacts by
Bloomen partners.
The follow-up emails included links to the video of the session and presentations given
in the sessions, inspiring these contacts to revisit what they missed. Generally, all
materials from the events were provided on the Bloomen website, enabling any visitor
to watch the event video or view the presentations.
Key target groups for the events mirrored the key Bloomen stakeholders and
communities related to the Bloomen partners’ domains:
•
•
•
•

Blockchain and technology research communities (ICCS, Worldline, ATC)
Photo and visual media communities (DW)
Music and rights communities (BMAT/Kendraio)
Video, TV and OTT-Streaming communities (ANT)

While DW conducted general marketing activities focusing on all target groups, each
event host and Bloomen partner focused on their specific target groups,
communicating directly with general and Bloomen project related contacts. This
approach allowed for a wide distribution of contacts.
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5.2 Marketing Materials and Channels
DW prepared a communication and promotion strategy for Bloomen Week, which
entailed the following components and marketing channels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual brand design for Bloomen Week
Single visuals and feature images to be used across materials/channels
Event descriptions for event websites and registration pages
Website for Bloomen Week, Photo Day, Music Day, Video Day and Hackathon
Embedded registration links/buttons to the GoToWebinar Tool
Twitter campaign with visual tweets and retweets via DW Innovation
LinkedIn Communication via the Bloomen Profile
Email campaigns by partners to their stakeholder organisations and contacts.

The email campaign connected with diverse contacts which had been made during
the Bloomen project as a result of dissemination and communication activities. Each
event hosting partner contacted their specific community and suitable contacts. In
addition, the consortium invited important industry associations, organisations and
stakeholders in the area of Blockchain, Photography, Music and TV/Video.
For the Bloomen Week event DW designed a dedicated visual brand design, which
reflected both the Bloomen visual branding and the nature of the series of events. The
design also included a specific “Feature Image” that was used to suit the
GoToWebinar materials generated within the tool. All marketing collateral used similar
and coherent visuals, e.g. the web pages, the flyer or the tweets, which resulted in a
professional look and feel of the communication campaign – before, during and after
the events.

Figure 17: Bloomen Week Brand Design

Bloomen Week had its specific home page on the Bloomen project website, with
dedicated sub-pages for each event (Photo Day, Music Day, Video Day and
Hackathon). Apart from the tailored feature images and event headlines, these pages
described the topic of Bloomen Week and each event, the agenda for each session
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and provided for each event a link to the GoToWebinar registration pages. This
enabled a seamless process between online communication and event registration.

Figure 18: Bloomen Week Home Page and Event Web Pages

Each event had its own registration page created within GoToWebinar, the image
below shows an example for the Photo Day. Registrants received two reminder-emails
prior to the event (see the example below for the Hackathon Info Event). All
communication via the GoToWebinar tool was branded with the Bloomen Week
“Feature Image” and the Bloomen logo.
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Figure 19: Example of Bloomen Week Registration Page and Reminder-Email

Further materials generated with GoToWebinar were a “Waiting Page” and a
“Feedback Email” after the event. The “Waiting Page” played an important role during
the events as this is visible to attendees while they are waiting for the event to start
and also during screen-share handovers. It features the organiser and each panellist,
allowing the audience to familiarise with upcoming speakers. The “Feedback Email”
was essential to remind attendees of the contact email for the Bloomen project.

Figure 20: Example for a Bloomen Week “Waiting Page”

DW created over 35 tweets in relation to Bloomen Week, tailored to the different
events, audiences and topics. Some tweets referred to completed events or Bloomen
Week as a whole as it was ongoing. A number of tweets also referred to external
speakers and their businesses. The Twitter campaign had significant impact, visible
by major increases in this period: overall reached 16800 tweet impressions (up 972%),
top performing tweets with up to 90 impressions, over 150 profile visits (up 775%) and
35 mentions (up 775%).
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Figure 21: Bloomen Week Tweets (Selection) and Campaign Impact

In addition to the Bloomen Week websites, the project created a specific Bloomen
Week flyer, featuring the three topical Days. This was used by partners to attach to
emails to stakeholders and contacts.
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Figure 22: Bloomen Week Flyer

The Bloomen LinkedIn account also played a role in Bloomen Week marketing and
especially communication with LinkedIn contacts of the Bloomen project.

Figure 23: Bloomen LinkedIn Communication

Further to marketing via direct email, the Bloomen website, Twitter and LinkedIn, the
project also contacted industry newsletters so as to include information about
Bloomen Week. The image below shows the newsletter of the Media and
Entertainment Alliance Europe, which features an article about Bloomen Week in the
week prior to the start of the first event.
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Figure 24: Marketing Campaign – MESA Newsletter

5.3 Bloomen Week Contacts
Bloomen Week generated thousands of contacts with members of the Bloomen
communities and target groups before, during and after the Bloomen Week events.
It is this aggregation of diverse contacts across digital channels and communities that
created a significant impact for the Bloomen project and its results. As digital asset
management using blockchain is a topic for niche experts, the achievement of
thousands of contacts represents a highly impactful event. The type and volume of
contacts are explained in more detail below.
Pre-event contacts
•

•
•

Prior to the events taking place, nearly 1000 people (938) clicked on the
registration link to see the registration page. This page contained information
about the project and insights into the specific session contributions from the
Bloomen partners.
The newly created Bloomen Week pages on www.bloomen.io attracted further
page visits from its publication date (for details see D6.5).
Twitter contacts significantly increased during the Twitter marketing campaign
for Bloomen Week during May 2020. The campaign had a significant impact,
visible by major interaction increases in this period: overall 16800 tweet
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•

impressions (up by 972%), top performing tweets with up to 90 impressions,
over 150 profile visits (up by 775%) and 35 mentions (up by 775%).
Most importantly, there were the actual event registrations, which required
people to carefully review the information provided in detail in order to make
this decision. The Bloomen Week registrations across all events totalled 269
registrant contacts.

Event contacts
•
•

•

•

The Bloomen project produced a total of 7 live virtual events, which totalled the
production of 11 hours of highly curated and interactive webinar content.
These seven events offered during Bloomen Week attracted a total of 152
attendees (out of the 269 registrants). The three Hackathon events attracted
32 attendees (out of 56 registrants). The three topic “days” had a total of 120
attendees (out of 213 registrants). The Bloomen Video Day had the most
attendees (48), followed by the Music Day (43) and the Photo Day (29). This
broadly reflects the size of the three respective industry sectors and typical
attendee group sizes of webinars. According to GoToWebinar, 78% of webinars
have 50 or fewer attendees1.
Bloomen Week events had an above average attendance rate of 58%
(according to GoToWebinar, the average attendance rate is 44%). All topical
events had average or significantly above average attendance rates: Music Day
(73%), Photo Day (63%) and Video Day (44%).
The average interest rating at 77% for the attendees across all events was at
the higher end, the same applies to the average attentiveness rating (69%).
(The “Average Interest Rating” describes attendee interest during the
webinar, taken from an equation that evaluates each attendee's interactions
on a scale of 1 to 100 , using a proprietary algorithm. The „Average
Attentiveness Rating“ describes the percentage of session participants who
have the GoToWebinar Viewer on top of all other applications).

Event audiences and attendees
Photo Day
DW focused its marketing on the following target groups: DW photo editors, the
technology innovation sector, public service and news media, journalism innovation
groups and the photography sector. This involved tailored emails to several
stakeholder groups and associations in Germany/Europe as well as addressing single
relevant business contacts and groups. As a result, the audience for the Photo Day
broadly covered these communities. It was equally split into representatives from the
following three sectors: 1. Media and Journalism, 2. Photographers and Photography
Platforms and 3. Blockchain and Technology Innovation. It was notable that the
audience entailed not only individual photographers, but also representatives from
major photo platforms and venture capital. In addition to interested picture editors,
there were also technology and innovation managers.

1

Source: https://blog.gotomeeting.com/7-webinar-benchmarks-every-marketer-should-know/
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Music Day
Bloomen partners BMAT and Kendraio addressed with their marketing for the Music
Day mainly the music and music technology and blockchain sectors. This resulted in
the majority of attendees originating from these sectors: 1. Music Industry, 2.
Blockchain Technology and 3. Music Technology. The audience included one major
music publisher (out of the “Big 3”), one major independent music publisher, one
leading independent record label, three Collective Management Organisations (CMOs)
and six start-ups. Other participants came from Education/Research or the Financial
Industry/Incubators. Further, there were attendees from the creative an independent
artist sectors. The event attracted 15 C-level Directors/Heads.
Video Day
A considerable amount of digital marketing activities by Bloomen partner ANT led a
good representation of the core target group, the TV/Media industry, and beyond. The
TV/Media sector showed participation from not only companies closely affiliated with
the Bloomen project but also other innovative organisations from this sector. In
addition, there were organisations that have an interest in Copyright Protection and
Distribution, amongst them a production company as well as a leading Football Club
in Europe. Even more prominent was the attendance by various Private/Public
Research or Academic Organisations from different countries in Europe. Naturally,
there were also participants with other types of backgrounds, such as from Financial
Institutions (including one bank and a “Big 4” financial advisory company), as well as
other areas that are not directly related to media and blockchain.
Post-event contacts
•

•

•

These contacts were mainly generated by sending a follow-up email to all
attendees (152) and also 117 absentees (registered but not attended). These
emails included information about the Bloomen project and its results as well
as links to the recorded event videos and presentation PDFs on the Bloomen
website.
The Bloomen website made available the recorded event videos and
presentations given by Bloomen and external speakers, for those to see who
missed the event or have recently come across this opportunity. See
http://bloomen.io/documentation/
In addition, there were a number of follow-up tweets with links to Bloomen
Week materials and emails were sent to contacts who requested information
due to missing the live event, providing links to the recorded event videos and
presentations.
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Figure 25: Bloomen Week Follow-Up Email - Example

Since early June 2020, the Bloomen website provides access to all event recordings
on a dedicated documentation page for all Bloomen Week events. For every single
event, the timing for each presentation in the video file is provided, allowing viewers
to select exactly the presentation they require.
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Figure 26: Bloomen Week Documentation Page and Recordings on the Bloomen Website
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6 Conclusion
The Bloomen project has achieved its goal to present final project results to key
stakeholder communities, despite severe disruption by the Covid-19 crisis. This
conclusion is based on the diverse activities conducted for Bloomen Week, the
successful completion of seven virtual events and the impact analysis provided in this
document. The events were attended by representatives from the following target
sectors: 1. News Media and Journalism, 2. Photographers and Photography
Platforms, 3. Blockchain and Technology Innovation, 4. Music/Creative, 5. Music
Technology, 6. TV/Video, 7. Education/Research and Financial Industry/Incubators.
Due to a sudden pivot to a virtual event format and the use of a new tool like
GoToWebinar, the Bloomen project consortium had to overcome a steep learning
curve. None of the consortium partners had previously organised a digital conference
or any experience with this format, including lead partner DW. Key learnings were
related to the specific planning of a virtual event, adapting the conference programme
to a format suitable for digital audiences and using a new tool to setup, manage and
technically conduct seven “live” digital events in an attractive way.
This report about Bloomen Week could also be used for other EU research projects as
a guide to which aspects are relevant when producing a virtual series of events
showcasing final project results.
Although the number of attendees for Bloomen Week is above average for digital
events conducted with GoToWebinar, it is important to consider that the impact of
Bloomen Week is not limited to the actual live events and their attendees. Thousands
of contacts viewed (or clicked) related marketing information (registration pages,
Bloomen Week web pages, tweets, flyer, LinkedIn posts or invitation emails). In
particular those who registered but were not able to attend – which is typical with
virtual conferences – took a more careful notice of the Bloomen project. After
Bloomen Week, everyone has the chance to see the full recording of the events and
look at the presentations via the Bloomen website, which will be available after the
end of the project.
In conclusion, the consortium regards Bloomen Week – and virtual events – as a
useful tool to showcase its project results, present live demos of applications, connect
with key stakeholder communities and to interact with other relevant solution
providers already in the market. In our view, in many cases, this is the case even if the
Covid-19 crisis has passed.
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